In lexical model design language plays a major role. Each language has its own rhythm in speech and language aspects. Based on language rhythm worldly languages are classified as stress timed and syllable timed rhythm. Most of ASR systems use the lexical model that is built for stressed timed languages. All Indian languages are syllable timed rhythmic languages one such is Telugu Language. In this paper analysis of the decoding results of ASR system using two different lexical model environments. One is CMU lexicon which is based on stress timed language as the tool is used American accent English phonemes and another UOH lexicon which is handcraft lexicon for Telugu language which is also a syllable timed language.. Further studied are the gender and accents (pronunciation variant factors) effecting the Substitutional errors in ASR system. The confusion matrix for vowel and consonants alone analyzed for both cases and also for isolated word recognition where the confusion matrix gives the most common phonemes substituted. In all the cases the UOH lexicon based ASR system gives the improvement of word accuracy around 20 to 30%.
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Speech is a process used to communicate from a speaker to listener. Pronunciation relates to speech, and humans have an intuitive feel for pronunciation. For instance, people chuckle when words are mispronounced and notice when foreign accent colors a speaker's pronunciations. [1] . If the words were always pronounced in the same way, ASR would be relatively easy. However, for various reasons words are almost always pronounced differently and varied from one speaker to another and from once situation to another. The variability is due to co-articulation, reasonal accents, speaking rate, speaking style etc.
I.
Language need in ASR study:
There are 6912 languages are there the purpose of communication between human being around the world. The need of the language is to computerization of many human need domains, Ubiquitous information access, phone-based information access, mobile devices which demand speech as modality to interact, globalization in cross-cultural human-human interaction, multilingual communities, Humanitarian needs like disaster, healthcare, military applications to communicate with local people and main focus on Human machine interaction where people expect speech-driven applications in their mother tongue will specifically demand the speech recognition research to work in regional language . such one application here we like to develop a speech recognition system working in Telugu Language.
II. Telugu Language and ASR
According to the 1997 senses total 69,600,000 population in India who are speaking There is a very little scope for confusion and speaking problems contest in Telugu unthinkable, since everyone will score 100%. In that sense it is a WYSIWYG script. This form of script is considered to be most scientific by the linguists. This syllabic script has been achieved by the use of a set of basic symbols, a set of modifier symbols and rules for modification. Officially there are eighteen Vowels, thirty six consonants and three dual symbols. Only thirteen vowels, thirty five consonants are in common usage. Telugu script has the capacity to represent almost the entire phonetic spectrum of all Indian (and most world) languages. Telugu stands as one of the best script in the world while maintaining an extensive sound base. The Telugu basic symbol pronunciation table along with the Romanization of Telugu sounds i.e RIT form of Telugu pronunciation using Telugu Lipi standards is shown in Table 1 . Telugu Vuccharana pattika(Pronunciation Table) III.
Effect of speaker variant speech:
The performance of an ASR system tested by different speakers' variant tends to markedly degrade as gender and non-native speakers make pronunciation variants as compared to native speakers. In this section the effect of non-native and gender speech on the performance of an ASR system constructed from native speech is discussed. In particular, Telugu is selected the target language for this paper and non-native speaker is from Hindi. To complete this work, a baseline Telugu ASR system is first constructed with CMU phonemes mapped with the Telugu Phonemes are constructed by considering all 51 akshara's of basic Telugu glyphs, and its performance is then evaluated using the Telugu words uttered by the Hindi speakers and Telugu speakers with different region people.
Baseline Telugu ASR
A set of Telugu words are considered(Nagamani, 2010) Telugu wordlist of 665 words is used as the training set for the native-Telugu ASR system. Here after these Telugu word list called UoH word list0. UWL0 is a 665 words of 10 speakers data with regional and nativity variant speech covering syllables of Telugu language word list.
Phonetically rich text corpora
To cover all the symbols or akshara are considered for define the phone list for the Telugu Language. Total 51 akshara are considered hence base form it required 51 symbols of alphabets to represent these phones. First step all the CMU based phones are tried to represent the 51 aksharas. The selected symbols are the derived phone list from the CMU phone list. Human languages are mapped to the Computer language by means of ASCII code. CMU phone list represent 39 phones which are not sufficient and also they are build based on American English pronunciation.
Phonetically rich data can be selected from a medium corpus of text. A set of such words were derived by processing Telugu on-line tutors available in internet and also from primary school syllables of Telugu Language subject to build corpus . This process involved translating the Telugu word corpus printed in English(RIT) form to generating set of words that are phonetically rich(i.e., the words contains most phonemes of the language). Here we considered on text based words around 600 which covered most syllables of morphemes and also speaker variability purpose male and female variation study.
Analysis of the pronunciation variability
Pronunciation lexicon for Telugu Speech Recognition system using UOH defined Phonelist. Refine the pronunciation lexicon by adding new pronunciation for the same utterance based on acoustic signal, add or deleted phonemes in the phonelist, refine the acoustic signal or wave file for single speaker.
Vowels:
Consonents: IV.
Result analysis
The ASR system recognition is performed by taking the Vowel sounds, consonant sounds and Isolated words of different size of letters present in it. Each experiment is carried out by correcting the Substitutional errors. Substitution errors are caused by Insertion and deletion errors will be corrected by adjusting the phone set and acoustic signal and finally reached to 100% word accuracy in individual and combination of Vowel and consonant test data. The confusion matrix for vowel and consonants shown in Figure 4 .1 and Figure 4 .2 will give the substitution of phones list in lower and upper triangles shown in the matrix. The diagonal will represent the recognition accuracy. 
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